
Objective [2.3]-notes 
Understand clearly that ANY relationship can be modeled linearly if one restricts the domain “enough” 4,1 

 
 

When we have a table of input-output values for a relationship we don’t know immediately what model might fit the 
data.   But that doesn’t keep us from making a “quick” estimate of some “missing pair” in the table. 
 
What that quick estimate requires us to do is to assume that the relationship is linear in some “small” interval of inputs.  
That is normally not a bad assumption.   All functional relationships will be fit by a linear model when we “look” close 
enough.  By look I mean restrict ourselves to some “small” interval of the domain. 
 
How does that “look” graphically?   Below is a link to a webpage where you can zoom in on a “curvy” function (make the 
domain smaller and smaller) until it ends up “looking” like a line.    
 

Zoom into a Cartesian graph of a function and see it becomes "linear" if you look close enough. 
 
At that point you should be able to find the parameters of the linear model and thus evaluate to find any output 
between the two given inputs on the graph.  This is called INTERPOLATION. 
 
Ok we need an example to see how this works. 
 
Here I have some data for average home prices in time (in Seattle) 
 
Table: Average price of a Home 

 
 
 
 

I want to know what the average price of a home should have been in 1995 but the corresponding output isn’t in the 
table.  I don’t know what if any of my four models would fit this data and I don’t have time to figure that out.  So I am 
going to do a quick linear interpolation.   This requires that I figure out the constant, linear, rate from 1994 to 1997. 
 
Let’s see.   A constant price change rate is (200-175)/(7-4)=$8.33 thousand/year  between 1994 and 1997.   Now in 1995 
it is 1 year beyond 1994.   So I add $8.33 thousand/yr*1 year change to $175 thousand to get $183.33 thousand. 
 
It’s best to do it in steps if you want to do it in your head.  Compute the linear rate, multiply by the input “distance” from 
lower pair’s input and add that to the lower pair’s output. 
 
How about 1996? 
 
8.33*(1996-1994)+175 =$191.66 thousand/year 
 
So now my table might look like 
  

 
 
 
 

*indicates that this data pair was estimated by linear interpolation. 
 
Ok, that’s the end of the story.   Just go practice it a bit with the problem so you can do it quickly, mentally so it is at 
your disposal in the meeting or other venue where you just need a “quick” estimate. 
 

t, Time (years, t=0 is 1990) 0 3 4 7 10 12 

P=H(t), Price $ (thousands) 150 170 175 200 190 180 

t, Time (years, t=0 is 1990) 0 3 4 5* 6* 7 10 12 

P=H(t), Price $ (thousands) 150 170 175 183.33 191.66 200 190 180 

http://www.ugrad.math.ubc.ca/coursedoc/math100/demos/derivatives/zoom.html


Final thought which is not part of this objective?  How would you linearly estimate an output for an input beyond the 
data?  I mean for an input beyond 12?   For example what is your estimate of the average home price in 2003?, 2004? 


